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I. INTRODUCTION 

The aims of this paper are two-fold: The first is to demonstrate how the renormal-
izatior. group technique cau be used to improve the perturbation theory calculation 
in quantum electrodynamics (QED) and the second is to actually use the technique to 
write useful radiative correction formulas for the e+e~ colliding beam experiments. In 
QED only the charge renormalization is necessary because the moss rcnormaligation 
and the wave function renormalization cancel each other (Z\ = Z?). The ^normaliza
tion group technique in QED is based on a very simple principle: "physics" should he 
independent of the value of photon invariant momentum X̂  at which we rcnormalizc 
the charge. That such a simple and seemingly obvious principle can lead to interest
ing physical consequences was first noted by Stueckelberg and Pctcrman (Stuerkclberg, 
1053), Gcll*Mann and IJOW (Gclt-Mann, 1054). In this paper we adopt the method de
veloped by Bogoliubov and Shirkov (Bogoliubov, IflSfl). Eriksson (Eriksson, inOi.lOOS) 
was the first person to apply the renormalization group technique to QED radiative 
corrections. !n this paper we improve upon Eriksson's treatments. In Appendix A we 
redcrive Eriksson's results without using his assumption that the physical quantities 
such as vacuum polarizations, vertex functions, brcmsstrahlung formula, cross sections 
etc. have well def.ned finite limits as m -* 0. 

If one uses the renormalization group technique, all the masses in the problem are 
approximated by X2. This is a very bad approximation at presently available energies. 
For example at ( s ) 1 ' 2 = 100 CeV, we have tn{s/m-) = 24.4, (l^afm^) = 13.8, 
and (n[s/m}) = 8.03; therefore these quantities cannot be regarded as approximately 
equal fc. practical calculations. We must recover all the mass dependence from the 
results of the renormalization group technique in order to be of any use for practical 
applications. Especially in the application of the ^normalization group technique to 
QED the vacuum polarization plays a very essential role and particles with all different 
masses occur here. Fortunately the result of the renormalization group is factorable 
[see Eq. (2.15)] and each factor can be expanded in a certain way [see Eqs. (2.16) and 
(2.20)] so that its physical origin is manifest. Since we know the physical origin of each 
term, it is obvious what mass should be used in place of Xs in each part of the diagram. 
Tim problem of whst masses to assign to each part of the Feynman diagrams can be 
solved automatically in one stroke if we replace the renormalization group result Eq. 
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(2.2) by Eq. (2.3). Thus our treatment is based on Eq. (2.3) throughout the rest of 
the paper. Since Eq. (2.3) reproduces completely the first order radiative corrections 
as well as all the leading log terms in the higher order corrections, the terms ignored 
are at most of order o-fn(g2/mj) ~ O.M f̂. for q2 < (300 GeV)*. 

In Sec. 1I.A we write down the lowest order radiative corrections to <hc process 
e+e~ -* fi+(t~ in the soft photon limit. This process was chosen because tho results 
obtained here can be applied most easily to other processes. In Sec. Il.B wo use Eq. 
(2.3) to extend the results of the lowest order radiative corrections to all orders in ft. 
The properties of the results of this extension are then discussed. The moat important 
properties are: 

1. The multiple photon exchange between different charged lines and the interfer
ence between the brcmsstrahlung from different charged lines do not produce 
leading log terms in the cross section. 

2. From the structure of Eq, (2.3), the result can be fnrtorized into various parts, 
namely, the initial state vertex function, bremsstranlung and pair conversion 
from the initial state, the vacuum polarization of the main photon propagator, 
the final state vertex function, the brcmsstrahlungand pair conversion from the 
final state, and the corrections to the asymmetry. As mentioned earlier, because 
of this property of factorization, it is obvious what kind of mass to use in each 
part and our procedure gives this mass dependence correctly. The factorization 
is to be expected because we could have applied the renormalization group 
technique to each of these factors and obtained the same result. 

•1. The procedure produces the exponentiation of infrared terms automatically. It 
also tells us that the vertex function should be exponentiated hut the vacuum 
polarization should not be. The latter should be summed into (1 — i ' W ) - ' 
instead. 

4. It predicts the existence of pair conversion of a photon. This is remarkable since 
the starting point of the calculation (the lowest order rauiative corrections) does 
not contain pair conversion of a photon. The result agrees with the Kroll-Wada 
(Kroll, 1052) relation between bremsstrablung cross section and the internal 
pair conversion cross section. 
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5, Our results exhibit the cancellation of mass singularities discovered by Kinoshita 
(Kinosltita, 1961) and Lee-Nauenbcrg (Lee, 1983) to all order in a. This justi
fies that we do not do radiative corrections to the hadronic final states in the 
measurement of R — <r(e+e~ -+ hadrons)/<r(e+e~ -* ^ + / i~ ) . 

6- Higher order corrections to the asymmetry which was produced by the lowest 
order radiative correction are small. 

In Sec. Ill we discuss how to do radiative corrections to process such as e+e~ —• 
tt+fi~i which is itself not the lowest order cross section. In Sec. IV, wc apply oar result 
to the radiative corrections to e+c~ -» hadronic continuum. In Sec. V, we consider 
the radiative corrections to e+e~ —» narrow resonance —* some final state where the 
width of the resonance is much narrower than the energy spread of the machine (such 
as in V')- The procedure of extracting the full width, the leplonie width and other 
widths arc discussed. 

In Sec. VI, we consider the radiative corrections to e+e~ — Zp —• j , where ZQ is 
supposed to have a width equal to or greater than 3 GeV which is much wider than 
the machine width. We investigate the effects of radiative correction to (1) shift in 
the peak positron; (2) reduction in the peak height; and (3) fattening of the full width 
at half maximum. Numerical examples using various width of ZQ corresponding to 
differen. numbers of neutrino flavors are given. Sec. VII gives the i-oncluding remarks. 

DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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H. SOFT PHOTON PAST 

Let us suppose that the soft photon part of the cross section including the radiative 
corrections to order a is given by 

<ri-(To(l + 2II + A) (2.1) 

where <rg is tbe lowest order cross section, n is the order a vacuum polarization and 
A is the rest of order a radiative corrections. Using the standard renormalizntion 
group technique we obtain in Appendix A the following expression for the radiative 
corrections to all order ia a in the leading log approximation: 

where C^ and C* are the coefficients of log q- in A and n respectively, and X- is the 
value of q- at which the renormalization is carried out and it is assumed to be roughly 
the same order of magnitude as the masses of the particles involved, and n.t. stands for 
the nonlogarithmic terms in 211 + A. Unfortunately the energy ranges of the colliding 
beam machines are not high enough for us to ignore the mass difference between 
m r , m,,, m r , mn, mj, mc, mj, etc. which can occur in the vacuum polarization II 
in Kq. ('2-0- Thus Eq. (2.2) will not give useful numerical results unless one can put 
back nil the mass dependence whii'h was tost in going from Eq. (2.1) to Rq. (2.2). 

I propose that we replace (2.2) by the following formula: 

/ i \2+(,4/ll) 

Hi-fare justifying the use of Eq. (2.3), let us write the expressions for II and A using the 
radiative corrections to e+e~ -— p+(t~ as an example. We discuss later how our result 
should be modified to deal with the radiative corrections to e + e - —• fi~i'fi~i, e+e~ —* 
hadrons (nonresonances), e + e~ —» resonance —» / and c + e~ —» ZQ —• /• 
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A. L O W E S T O R D E R R A I H A T I V E C O R R E C T I O N S T O e+e~ -»(i+f* 

For the reaction e + « ~ -» lt*(t~, the lowest order cross section is doQJdQ = 
(rt 2 /4s)(l + eas2B) and the expressions for the II and .4 in Eq. (2.1) are: 

A = 6A + 6ttrt + SSat ~ i*< + «P + «v) '« £ £ <2-4> 

where 

J'wrfM = 
_ 2 o /3 
"7w /n A - 1 + 

$ • 

0*1 = 2a /3 
"7U fn -^s - I + • f t -

It- - T ( " ' * - ' ) • 

V -?(" ' * - ) • 

V = — £n 
X 

( - » ! ) • 

0 is the angle between e~ and p - . ( c )t is asymmetric with respect to the plane per
pendicular to the! beam axis. 6^ is the asymmetric and noninfrared divergent part of 
the radiative corrections: 

^ , = T { - r ^ h + 4 i D D + / " 2 ( C 0 S D } + 5 i n 1 '"K) 
- cos2 I * . ( * ( ) ] + 2 | ^ « | ) - 2 ^ ( c o s J) - • ( « . ' J ) + « ( « » ?)} . 

where 4(2) is the Spence function (also called dilogaritnm). The numerical values of 
&A(4\ are shown in Table 1. 6^ atd ( e r, are both odd with respect to the interchange 
it* *•* if and hence contribute only to the asymmetry but not to the total cross 
section up ta order a 3 in the cross section, b%tT% and ^ert represent respectively the 
electron and muon vertices, tc and lp represent the equivalent radiator thickness for 
electron and muon hremsstrahlungs respectively. 

II is the lowest order vacuum polarization contribution. Tbe bubble in the vacuum 
polarization diagram could be an electron pair, a muon pair, a r pair, or hadronic 
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states. The coatributions from these various states, denoted by X, can be calculated 
from the cross section o>e—A't*) ' n the following way: 

X 

* « - « * / ; • * £ $ ? £ • ««••> 
whrrc «(/, is the thrrshold value of 0 for the production of the final state X and Re 
stand* for the real part. For a Frplon pair with mnsa m we have *[j, = 4m2, 

. Am- 3-t*2 . . „ 4m 2 

<r r f^ f fC) — • 3 - ft - • 2 - W l t l > J?" = I - ft- . 

and wo thus obtain from Eq. (2.6), 

with x = tfa/a and 

" " ' 0 3 6 

and 

Since we are interested in energy range a 2> 'ImJ, we have 

68aM 

I cl us next consider the h&dronic contributions to the vacuum polarization. For the 
nonresonant region, <V+r-—AodHcaD D e r o ughly represented by 1,1 tr^^^^^f. ^^m*' 

if z < 1 (2-7) 

= £/(»,) wi.h„ = ^ . (sin 
IT » 
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hence we may write $*£? in terms of the function fix) given above in the following vvan 
way: 

«*#(#, = 1.2 - j ^ /<*„) + i fix,) +1 /[*<) +1 fi*b)} , (2.12, 

whore x„, x,. * f and Jj arc d^/a for production of different quark flavors and ore 
given approximately by *„ = tut^fe, xt = 1 G«V2/», x c = fi G«V 2/s and x b = 
100 fleV2/s. 

The contribution to 6",.«e from hadronic icsonances can be estimated by substituting 
the Hreit-Wigner formula: 

, . i y ? - » e + « - ) r c I3ir 12r . „ . + _. Kl w n 4 ,„ . , , 
*,-,--.„,» - ( iL ^ + r ? ^ ^ ^ I (A - ^ ) % - Afft) (2.13) 

inlo Eq. (2.0). We obtain 

* « * , , , _ OH" ^ « + 0 »[• - A/ft + riA/Hir-'A.(./A/gH 
<*A/R (a - Af#)- + TjAfjj 

(2.M) 
en/? ^>. + e-) s 

In Table EI we list all ihr known resonances in t*e~ -* hadrons, together with their 
masse* A.',f, total widths l' t, the partial widths into e+e", T[li -> e + e ~ ) , and the 
quantities tii'fff -» c +e"JAf>A// f | which appe.tr in Hq. (2.U). We note that the 
contribution of th^sc resonance* lo 6vat is not important except in (ho neighborhood 
of the resonance. Its effect is to increase the high energy side and deplete the low 
energy side nf the rtmonnnre peak. Since the brt'inrtflrahlung effect increases Ihr high 
energy side of tVic ]nak with much higher strength (factor of 100 to 1000) we will not 
see Ihr effect of 5,^r* ol high energy side of the peak. We should be able lo see a slight 
dip in (he cross section nt the low energy side. 

The asymmetric term Up wsw first obtained by Tsui (Tsai, 11*65). The expression 
for 6A[0) was obtained by Khriplovieh (Khriplovtch, 1973), Discus (Discus. 1073) and 
Brown et a). (ftrown, 1973). The hadronie contributions lo the vacuum polarization 
were treated by Tsai (Tsai, WW), Cabtbbo aad Gaito (Cabbibo, lOttl), and Berends 
and (instmans (Drrenda, I07H). 
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B. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO ALL ORDERS TQ e+«~ -» p+tT 

In this subsection we apply our modified rcnormalizatian group formula Eq, (2.3) 
to the radiative corrections to e+e~ -*• fi+p—. The purpose is to demonstrate the 
properties »r (2.3). 

1. Reproduction of the lowest order radiative corrections 
To order a in radiative corrections Eq. (2.3) reproduces Eq. (2.1) exactly, including 

all the masses. U all the masses of charged lines are set equal to Xs in (2.3), it reproduces 
the results of (2.2). Thus (2.3) ia the most natural extension or (2.1) and (2.2). 

2. Factorisation 
Equation (2.3) can be decomposed into products of factors, each of which has a 

well defined physical meaning: 

(2.15) 
x (i - ii)'.'nifi/AE)/n ( 1 _ n)-% r t/n 

x <, _ njVnWAsi/n ( 1 _ n r ttrt/n 

x ii - n) t f''"( E/ a E>/" (i - n r ^ / n . 
This is consistent with the fact that we could have applied the renormalization group 
technique to cacti of these factors instead of O/<TQ. In Eq. (2.15) we have arranged 
the factors into four lines to indicate that in principle factors in each line should be 
considered together because of infrared cancellations. By infrared cancellations we 
mccn cancellation of all infrared factors K{pj, pj) defined by Eq. (A.30). The physical 
meaning uf each factor is discussed subsequently. 

3. Multiphoton Exchange 
The two photou exchange diagrams and the interference terms between initial and 

final state bremsstrahteng diagrams are gwen by 6& and teft and they do not have 
mass singularities. Therefore it is natural to expect that all the mass singularities in 
multiple photon exchange and the interference terms between initial and final state 
multiphoton brcmsstrahlung do not havu leading lug mora singularities. Equation (2.3) 
h»s this properly as can be seen by expanding the lest two factors in Eq. \1.\h). 
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4 ' V*cww potafitatian ia the main photon propagator 
The factor (1 — l i p 2 ia Eq. (2.15) is the square of the chain sum of the vacuum 

polarization diagrams in the main photon propagator in the reaction e*t~ -» p*pT. 

5. Bltmtic vt-rtw function 
The r«tor with the electron vertex ££„., in (2.I&) ran be written as 

li _ n)-&»i/n = ^ | ^ rr > fe(i - nr'i 
wl+^il-n-Wnll-IDl 

+^% j-i-n- |Mt-n« 2 

2 1 (2.16) 

+ ( - ^ [ - n - ' ^ ( i - n ) ] 3 

+ fe£r_n-»&.<i-nii4 + ... -
V. 

Each term in the above expansion can again be expanded in the following way: 

^ l - n - ' AI(I - nil = ^ { ( i + 1 i i + i n * + . . . ) . |2.17> 

which can be identified with the interference terms between the lowest order diagram 
Ma and the sum of vertex diagrams, Mv + A/„] + Mv* -:• Mvs + ... as shown in Fig. 
1. ID order to save us from drawing too many picture, we use one Feynman diagram 
to represent the sum of all gauge invariant subset of diagrams. The third term in the 
expansion of (2.16) can be identified with two classes or diagrams shown in Pig. 2(a) 
where a square box represents the sum of chain diagrams of vacuum polarizations as 
shown in Fig. 1. The fourth and the fifth terms in (2.16) aw shown in Figs. 2(b) and 
3(c) respectively. 

The identification of terms appearing in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.17) with various Fcyn-
tnaa diagrams have not been proven rigorously. Let us indicate bow this can be 
qualitatively understood by investigating the simplest diagram W t l of Fig. l and see 
whether it is given by the term (l/W&rt R of (2.17). 

The electron vertex function Mv of fit;. I contains integrations of the form 

ta*- / us to w «•* *<< UP, -1? - m*rl iif*+tf - «4r i t*-1** 
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The corresponding expression ol the integrations for Mv\ in Tig. t Is obtained by 
inserting the vacuum polarization function H{t2) ID the integrand. Thus all we need 
to prove is thai the integrand in (2.18) multiplied by \i(fi) U dominated by the region 
t = ,^'Pi+P;) = ±e and that the dominance is not very peaked so that we have to put 
a IMIJT 1/2 ia front. The integration with 1 u the numerator is infrared divergent 
and is cancelled completely by exactly the same function oceuring in the electron 
bremsstrahlung |Afj,|2 of Pig. 3 and thus does not contribute to 6£ r r l. When Tl{fi) 
is inserted into the integrand, it eliminates the infrared divergence hcrause as <* -* 
o, T\(f-) ~ f2. The integration with t0 as the numerator is finite both in Ihe infrared 
and ultraviolet regions and the integration is indeed dominated by the regions near 
t — ±f Pi + Po). The integration with t0tr in the numerator ii ultraviolet divergent 
which is usually cut off by the ^normalisation procedure. Alter the ronormalliatlon 
the integration is indeed dominated by the regions near I — -&{P\ + P-)\. The factor 
]/2 can be understood in the following way. We notice that n(f^) U a logarithmic 
function of t". Now 6%„t U also a logarithmic function of a 3 as a result of integration 
with respect to (l, and thus the integral must behave approximately dfi/fi. Thus the 
factor of 1/2 can be understood easily from the Tact that (this Was pointed out by M. 
Pcskin to the author) 

/
* dz . 1 . o 

— tnx— z. tn"l . 
I x 2 

The higher order terms in (2.17) can then be understood from the relation 

(Xd* tnnz=* -™ f n n + l * . (2.W) 
J i i n + 1 

If we ignore the vacuum polarization in (2.16) and (2,17), then (2.16) reduces to 
exp (££„,(). This solves one of the long standing question in radiative corrections, 
namely, what part of (he lowest order radiative correction ihould one exponentiate? 
Equation (2.3) tells us that we should exponentiate not only the brcmsstrahlung, as 
originally conjectured by Schwiager (Schwinger, 1944) and later proven by Yennle, 
Frautachi and Suurs (Yenaie, 1(161), but also the vertex part. It also tells us thai the 
vacuum polarization part should not be exponentiated, rather it should be summed 
cbaiawbe and written in the form (1 - II)""2 as given by Eq. (2.4). 
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8, Dremsstr.ihhmg and pair conversions 
The factor iu Eq. (2.15) with the equivalent radiator thickness te represents the 

brcnrwtrahlung and the pair conversions as shown in Figs. 3 and 4* In order to 
establish a one to one eotiespondence of different expansion terms of tfcia factor with 
rVynman diagrams, we again write it in an exponential form And then expand it in 
potter series: 

(1 - |tf.A>|E/ABVn = e x p [_<f fn[E/&E) I T 1 ft»(l - H p 1 ! 

= 1 +\~T tniE/*E)\ + \-T tnlE/AEf/tl (220) 

+ \-T tn[E/AE))3/3A + . . . . 

whore T is a new equivalent radiator which contains not only the effect due to the 
brniisstrahluug hut also tin effect due to its conversion into a pair of e*, ^ ± , r*. rf*. 
«*, etc. 

r = i , i i ' ' tu[i-nr] 

- . . ( . • { . . • } . , > • . . . ) . 
The vntuc* nf / r. II and T in 'V- .ire tabuliti'd in Table III- Wi> notice that the increase 
iti equivalent radiator ill irk n ess due to pair conversions is very small, the difference 
between T and tr n of order 0.2 to QA'i for ^« s 30 to 200 <W\. 

We nolice that tin- lerrn ~-T (tt(E/AE) contributes negatively to the crass section. 
In the brtwssl rnhhing case we know that the vertex diagram has a large negative 
infrared twin which cancels out with the infrared term in the brciiutstrahliing. After 
this cancellation we assign a positive number 6^nt to the vertex cortection and a n«g-
ative number —tttn{E/iiE\ in the brvmsstrahlung correction. Similarly the negative 
number coming from the rest nf I he expansion: 

-TfeiJf/Afi)-1-/,t«u:/±i-:)\«-u(n[Ef±E)(^ n+J ii a + J ii 3 +...) 

represent die inlcrunt IOH*«TSI.HI of "a" virtual photon intn a pair (see Pig. 3, [M^ + 
Mjti + A/(.3 + . |") a her cancellation with diagrams shown in Fig. 1 M„i, Af,.o, 
Since it i* a >u»itrivial matter to do nil these calculations, we differentiate —T tti{Ef&li) 
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with respect to AE, the result is now positive and should represent the contributions 
from inelastic diagrams shown in Fig. 3: 

^~ | - r MfcyAE)] = <<e/Ai?>(i + I n + i n2+\ n 3 +.. . ) 

where tcf&E comes from the bremsstrahliing diagram \Mb\2 at Fig 3 and (t e/AE) 
|( 1/2)11 + (V3)It2 + tl/4)H 3 + ...] should represent the pair conversion diagrams 
\M6l + M B + M t e + . . . | 2 of Fig. 3. 

When pair conversion b ignored, 7* b replaced by te and Eq. (2.20) gives the well 
known exponential form of the. infrared photon cross section. I regard this as one of 
the triumph of the renormalization group technique. With the inclusion of the pair 
conversion, AC now represents the energy loss due to emission cf photons and pairs. 

Let 9' be the four momentum of the virtual photon coupled to the pair. If we 
assume that the matrix elements of emitting the virtual photon q* is independent of 
t}r- (often railed the pole dominance model) we may use the Kroll-Wada relation (Kroll, 
ItJ.Vi) to write (he internal pair conversion probability as (see Fig. 3 for notations) 

I "Ml 3 - m\2 £ / * " '*£ « |M tp n[(A£)2] (2.22) 

where f/,̂ , = (A/i')'" nnd qf~in = 1m3. (For simplicity we have assumed that only 
one kind *'f fermion pair with mass m and char Re e participate in both the vacuum 
polarization nnd the pair conversion. The argument can be generalized ta the actual 
ease where man)' different particles participate in both the vacuum polarization and 
(he pair eonvmi«n.) 

Inserting the chain-sum of the vacuum polarization diagrams into the photon prop
agator in (2.22), we obtain 

!*• *,•*.•. .*-»# £ c [.-£ *<sr p 
- |A/ tj 2 [n((A£)2J + na((A/T)2) + n3((ArV)-) + . . . ] 

(2.23) 
winch is to be romparnl with (2.21), which gives: 

| A ^ | - (I ii(»> + 1 n 2 («)+ \ n 3(i.)+. .) . 12.24 
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Equations (&S3) and {234} are not tbe same, but tbey are ldatcd. If we inb-grale 
bulb expressions with lessee* to AB from tbe threshold 2m to Us auucimw possible 
value >/», remembering that \M$ h proportional to (AEJ - 1 , we obtain the same 
answers. When (A£)* < 2Em (2.24) B larger than (2.23), but when (Afs)2 > 2/Vm 
the reverse atrue. Ifl general the matrix element of emitting a virtual photon «' b not 
independent of q1* at wa* assumed In obtaining tbe Kiwll-Wada relation 12.22). It is 
suppressed when qa ii large » ibis will partially correct the above result in the right 
direction. In order to do a more complete justification of (2.20) and (2.21) we nerd to 
do n complete calculation and I have not done it. However the result as it stands is 
already very Impressive. We notice that pair conversion does not occur in the lowest 
order radiative correction! which were the starting point of our calculation. Therefore 
wo conclude that the rcnormalitatkm group technique predicts the existence of pair 
conversion and very likely predicts it* magnitude correctly. 

The term with higher power of it in (2.20) of course represent the multiple photon 
emission and their conversions into pairs. Some of tbe diagrams associated with f~ are 
shown In Fig. 4. 

7. Kinosbita-Loe-Ntuonbarg cancellations 
Kinoahlta (Kinosbita, 1069) and I K and Naucnberg (Lee, 10&1) observed thnt 

if one sum* over all the states with the same energy (degenerate states) the mass 
singularities cancel out to all orders in perturbation theory, provided we ignore the 
mass singularities coming from tbe vacuum polarizations. ID our problem the initial 
state Is preselected by the machine so that e + and t" have a definite energy E each. 
Thus tbe mass singularity due to initial state radiative corrections remains. The final 
states con be summed and after doing so we expect their mass singularity to cancel to 
all orders in perturbation thenty. Thh actually happens in our formalism. To see this 
we need the photon spectrum valid for a hard photon emission. This can be written 
ft* (see for example Ujorken, 1063) 

r„ J tl+(l-atV- ,e?* • (2 251 
where r ™ ft/£ and tp is defined in (2.4). integrating (2.2%) with respect to x from 
AE/E to 1, we obtain 

IS 



Adding (&2B) to the final state part of the touwst order radiative corrections gfrva by 
(2.4) and caUnrg it Aj we obtain 

•which no longer has any mass singularity. Applying the rcnormaliiaifon croup tech
nique, thb result can then be extended to all orders: 

( l - I i r * ' / ' 1 = r r p [ / l / n - ' f n t l - l i r ' ] = " p { ^ ( l + j Il+J II a +.,.)j . (2.38) 

The mass singularity in II, which can be either due to the vacuum pDlnrhklifiD or 
pair conversion in (2.28) does not contribute to the lending log became Af Is of order 
<* and does not have logarithmic terms. Wc conclude that the radiative correction* to 
the flnai stales are negligible if we sum over the final state*. 

This is very significant when dealing with hodronic Dnal stntra which are usually 
too complicated to be radiativcly corrected. Our resulti indicate that we can ignore 
the radiative corrections to the final hadronic states completely. Wo need to consider 
only the vacuum polarization correction to the main pholon propagator and the initial 
state radiative corrections. 

In our problem the mass singularities from initial state brcmssLrahlung tt and 
the initial state vertex 6*^ do not cancel each other out when the photon spectrum 
is integrated because as the bremsatrahlung U emitted from the initial electron the 
virtual photon Tour momentum is changed from s to a' m *(1 - k/E). Since tbo cross 
section for e +e~ — H V ~ is inversely proportional to «', we have to multiply • factor 
(1 - i p 1 to the integrand of Eq. (2.2G). Thus the mass singularity ot the resulting 
expression docs not cancel with that from *'rtr '» t n e language of Lee and Ntuenbcrg 
wc do not expert any cancellation for the initial state because wc are not summing over 
nil the degenerate initial states, the machine preselect* the electron and the positron 
u> have energy E »cb r and no other degenerate state participates in the interaction. 
These two ways of explaining the failure of cancellation of mass singularities in the 
initial state radiative corrections are independent of each other, namely one is not a 
consequence of the other. 

I regard it also as one of the triumphs of the renorinanzatbn group technique to 
be able to exhibit the KiHosbftft-Lee-Nauenberg canceDatk» in the QRI) problem. 
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8. Higher order corrections to the asymmetry 

Let us consider the radiative corrections to the 6 asymmetry. As S h changed into 
|ff — 6], tin asymmetric part/t 0 = 64—trn (n(E/&£)in A of ['£.4) changes sign. Thus 
in the a>yinim'lry all other factors in Eq. (2-15) cancel out and we obtiin 

o\Q) - c{v - 0) ( l - l i r V n _ | | _ n ) + V " 
<T|0> f ff(ir - 0) " (l - Il)-^./'f + (| - H)+£7n {~'m 

* |6, - tr„ fn(£/Aii-)l (l + I ») (3-30) 

where A ,̂ /,,, :md II art' defined in {'£ V, and the valuta 01 bA and II art tabulated in 
Tallies I and 111 respectively. The physical origin'1 of the correction are twofold. The 
term n11*4 «UIHII from the fact that i*i the two photon exchange both photons can 
lu» !• vacuum polarix.ilion and the term - 2\\tt^tn[KjSK\ conic* fron. the interference 
between (he internal nair miiverHotis from the initial electron and the final muon lines 
represented l«y I'Vynm.iii <liagr mi* A/J, Afjj + A/J2 Md\ shown in Fig. 5(d). As shown 
in Table III, II i» .iboiit Wi> f.t y/* -• .10 (IfV. hence the correction to the asymmetry 
is only ahiiiii '2 .W, It is nice 1o know lli.it the correction is small. 
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IIL RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO HARD PHOTON PROCESSES 

When the encrg? loss due to radiation is large the cross section can no longer be 
wriiH'n ns a simple product of the lowest order Bom cross section tin-*;? a factor as 
shown in (2.1) and (2.2). The lowest order cross section for e +e~ —* /4 +/i~i can be 
obtained using FVynman diagrams Mbl + A/jg shown in Fig. 5(b). An approximate 
formula was given hy Ucrends, Gastmans and Wu (Berends, 1(160) tot the matrix 
dements Mjuarrd which is shown bt'low: 

with 

t mlf + u* ' r i + "-l <2 + < ' 3 + U

3 + t . ' 3 

f - ' - '' 4. - ' - — - 1 
x I './'a *KJ'I t» (A fcn/i• *, i / v *»i>4-V) + [Pi-km• *)J 

;iiul 

f - l"i - /*0 8 • *' = KPl - ft)3 • « - C'2 - W 

/ 'i. i'->. !\ ami /'4 reter to four momenta of e~, t+, u~ and j i T respectively. We havi-
:IIM> I'jilciihiiiMl (he exact expression for |Jl/ft| + M^\" u s ' n B Hcarn's reduce program. 
1'ln' cvxi :\prr?sion i:« about 109 times more complicated than expressions shown in 
\'A.i\. i:V3) and 13.V) but numerically the latter yields results accurate tc within one 
pari in <ilX)l) compared with the exact « 3 calculation in tbe kiucmatical ran Re we have 
chirked. 2AfJ, Mfc given in (3.4) is odd under the exchange /4 + *-• /i~ and thus it 
i-imtnhttles .>nly to the o-^nimetry and not to the total cross section. The Munte Carta 
Pribram using Eqs. (3.1) to (3.4) was written hy Berends and Kleiss (Berends, IttSl) 
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which is wry convenient for experimentalists because it can handle any experimental 
cuts in energy and angle. Thus we would like to write a prescription for doing higher 
order effects which can be adopted easily to I be Monte Carlo program <>f Berends and 
KIciss, 

In order to do this, let us differentiate (2.3) with respect to AE. We ohl:iin [nee 

The lowest order cross section (order n3} in (he above formula i» [ff + lu + trp}-r0/k, 
henrc the fartor 

/ , vS+H/lll/ | n I . . . \ 
[i=lO ( , + 2 n + 3 , 1 + ) <«» 

can be regarded as the radiative correction to Eq- (3.1) in the soft pholmi limit. 
The physical meaning of Ihe factor [1/(1 - n)l s + ' '*'"' is similar to Hie one given in 
Sec. U except nnw wo are dealing with the radiative corrections to the hrcm.sstrahl>>ng 
diagram MM + MM in slead of the elastic diagram M 0 shown in KIR. 5(a). The 
physical mraning of the factor (1 + (I/2)II+(1/3)I1 S + . . ) was already discussed in the 
previous chapter [Kqa. (2.21) to (2,21)], Dame);' the term I gives the brcmsslrablunR, 
and the term (1/2)11 + (l/3)TI a + ... gives the pair conversion of (he bremsslrahlunf; 
represented by |AI*H + M j 2 + Af^ + . . . | a in Fig. 3. 

Since the Dnal states observed could be / i + p"^, u*$t~t*e~, / j + | i ~ ^ + / i ~ , f i + / j~ 
hndrons etc., let us sketch how (3.5) and (.1.1) can be combined to describe different 
experimental situations. 

e+e~L7? f + * 0 
Since a high energy *j is observed, we know it is not converted into a pair. In ilus 

ca-se we should retain only the term 1 nnd dbcard (1/2)11 -; (1/3)U2 + ... in (3 6). Let 
us assume that the cut used is that the total energy of »i +, p~ and 7 added is within 
Atf of the total energy 2E 

The correction factor (1 - Jl)~2~Afn is a function of the virtual photon energy in the 
main photon propagator and the latter can be either » or e' ~ «(1 — kjE) depending 
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upon whether the photop is emitted by the final muon system or initial electron system. 
Defining 

I lien (he radiative corrections lc> the ft'1 cross sect ion (3.1) under the present ex* 
periipenlal condition is obtained by rnulliplyinR f'(«), F(s') and [F\A) >'(»')]'/- to 
MHMtt, Af̂ ,A/w nnd 2A^A/ 4 2 respectively. 

\Vi< notice that this procedure gives the correct ttloch-Nfirdsierk limit, namely as 
A/i* -» 0 the cross section becumes zero. Physically this is due U> the fact the,'.- the 
cross siM'limi for emitting any finite number of photuna (in this ease 1) is wro, because 
in any physical process involving charged particles, there nre always infinitely many 
photons emitted. 

t*t~ -* j t + ) i ~ p + / j ~ 

In Hi is case the photon is definitely converted into a muon pair so the factor 
\\ + (1/2)11 + (1/3)H2 + ...) in (3.5) and |3.B) should be replaced by 

n„(! + lii +J «* + ...)«/„« , 

where N^ is equal to the muon part of fl given by 

Suppose the experimental cut is such that 

2E - (aum of the aiuon energies) < AE . 

Then according to our prescription the cross section for i*t~ —> fi*p~lt+ti~ can be 
.stained by multiplying f„[»)Fi*). UU')F\a') and [j^i) F{s) /„(•') Ft*')] 1 / 3 onto 
Mi Ma. MI+MM, and 2JWj,Afw ofEq. (3.1) respectively. 
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FV. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO e+«~ - HADRON CONTINUUM 

For this type «t reactions we perform only the radiative corrections to the initial 
e+t~ *ystn» an-i the varuurn polarization porrcctions to the main photon propagator 
whirh is coupled Itk the final hadrmu. The reasons fur no* doing radiative corrections 
In the final hadronic system are twofold, la the ftrel pbwe the hadronie final system is 
very complicated and since the radiative corrections depend upon the detail of how the 
experiment b done. K is difficult to give a general prescription for them. The second 
reason is that our understanding of the hadronic problem is so crude that there is n > 
need to worry about the electromagnetic corrections. Ilk any case if we find later that -t 
is necessary to do radiative corrpnbns to the hadronic slates for some specific problem 
we ran do the catculaltiiB then, because the initial state radiative corrections and the 
final slate radiative corrections can be decoupled to a Urge extent. For measurement 
vt li — <r(e+«~ — hadrons)/<r(e+e~ -» i t ' l l 4 ) we do not need to perform the Gnal 
stale radiative corrections because of the Kiowitiita-I.ce-Naut-nberg cancellations as 
explained previously in S<*. 11.117, 

l,c( Hr a= 'i£ be I tie sum of energies of « + and e~ beam* and a = W* Siorc part 
of the energy n lost through the emission of photons and llie inlernat conversions of 
plmliiDS into pairs, I he cent cr-»f-mass energy uf c+e~ heron1 annihilation becomes IV' 
which is l w than \V. I.d ff|>|lV'| be the lowest order rnws section for t*t~ — hndnni 
at energy It'1. The vn\* rimental cross section is then 

(4 1) 

X 11 - i W « | <r„(l»")| di 
I 

where 
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and ll(iy , J) is defined in (2.5) and its nunitiric.il values tabulated in Table III. x,„ai is 
determined by the energy cut Wfmn used in selecting the final state 

The brvm&trablunp; spertrum used hi M-l) b 7Jrr~'|l - * + (1/2)*2! di which is 
valid for soft as well M hard photon emission. The equivalent radiator thickness T 
contains both the cherts of bremsstrahbus; as well as the internal pair conversion of the 
bremsstrahlung. The elect of pair conversion b very small. It increases tbe radUtor 
thickness Tram tt to T, the values of both quantities arc tabulated in Table It). 

V, RADUTTVE CORRECTIONS TO e+e"-» VERY 
NARROW RESONANCE 

In this and the next sections we deal with radiative corrections to formation of a 
refinance and its subsequent decay « + e" — R -* f where R could he p, $, T, etc. and 
/ «mld be e*«~, U + JI~, one pnrtlcular mode or sum of all modes of hadronic decays 
dr. In this CUP tbe most Important additional consideration U the energy spread of 
the colliding beam machine. This problem was considered by the author (Tsai, 1074) 
in conjunction with the analysis »f the V> Similar work was done by Yenoie (Yennie, 
W75), and Jackson and Scharre (Jackson, 1975) almost simultaneously. In the paper 
we shall bring the subject up to date by making the treatment correct to all order in 
n in i".* leading ioR approximation. Knee my original inork is not easily available to 
people outside SLAC1 shall repeat most of the contents of that work here. 

Let the mean energy of the sum nf e* and e~ beams be W a= 2E and let us denote 
the machine enegy distribution by 0[\V,W') dW. G(W,W) has a Gaussian form: 

where A b rrlated to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) by 

A=(FWHM)/23548 . (5.2) 

Csualty (ho Gaussian distribution of each beam is given: 
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where o »related to A by A « ^ tr. NuTtemofly « / £ b 0.04% ffK S?EAR,0.1% 
IbrPEP tO.W^IotCEfflitO)riii«Mae»p«lfdtobe0.2to0.5%lorSLC(ilSLAC. 
(These numbers have been kindly supplied to the. author by Dr. Karl Brown of SLAC.) 

Let us denote by B(ir", IK", elK* the probabffity distribution of tke cm. ea«gy 
flflrr the brcm^lrahhing Mnttttc* (fnebding mteroal pair conversion), Ir" bring thr 
energy before the bremitstrablaag. The energy ton by btemMtrahlwng a W - W. 
Sine* energy baa to always positive we have 

BiW,w*)~o ir IK'-*C*<O . (.MI 

The expression for fl(W, V/'T) to given by differentiating (3,20) with reaper*, to AK: 

white 

r-^l'n^-fln-Wnii-nr1 . <5.o) 
Let ui express the cross section For the wwllon fl+«~ - » / ? - • / by a Drcit-Wigncr 

formula 

where A/R is the man of the reson.tnrer If,*? -»e + e~), P(/? - • / ) , and F { an* partial 
widths oT R -»e + «~, if — / , attd the total wiofch respectively. 

We introduce two kinds of definitions for the Jeplonic width. Let as consider the 
partial decay width elR-* **•>". Of tourer strictly ttpeakiag there is au such c dway 
mode because *+ and t~ ate always accompanied by an infinite number of photons 
(lltoch, 1037). Now according to the discussitiK. riven in Sec. O.B.7. if w sum the 
verier corrections and the bremssUfihlung all the leading logs from these two sauries 
cancel out to all order ia a. Thus we do not have to worry about the final state 
radiative correction*. Sine* the decay of this channel unlike nadrook deny modes, 
has to go through A virtual photon we must include the vacuum polarization rftVct. 
Fnr theoretical aaatysb, men as cAiaining the strength of nrapting between a photon 
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and the n-sonance, U b more convenient to deal with th* bweat order in a width fn 
rather than the trap experimental wHth T,tp. Two • » related by 

r** - e + o - r«»(» - e+*~) |» - w. -waif -
For badnmir Amy modes, tb-rv- b no vamam poktrbotioD, BO fg|J? -> b&dron*) e 
I*rn4ff -* hait.-tm). For oar analysfe it b more coavettient to deal with T^p, to wr 
•hall Ift all r'a in (5.7} npwavnt r « ^ | l - tHafl 8 b0JJS8 At the ^3J> but it b(Mr* 
at ,/S -SOCc'V&ccotdia«tulhcvaUte«ot^^titutbt«din1ahl«HI.Th«dot«wc 
should br ctrar whether we Mr dealing with To or r«p. Since Hi? -» « +c~) ofr?.«dy 
runtaim the vacuum pcibrbat inn in cur definition w <&.iuld not correct It for vacuum 
IMI.A.natinn. \H MS multiply o^ll'i by the vertex cot /ection and calf it tff/y: 

The desired relation between the nporlmciilailv observed cross section o>r?(W) 
anrf the cross section «ejj{W,t) is given by 

OrjpWl = / * dV» / " dlr" GlIV, W) £?(•»", IV") ot!i[Wtt) 
° (B.9) 

= | * dil"»fW ltt'Vr//(»*'") . 

The lower limit of the d\V integration comes from tf.4). D{W\ II'") is too singular at 
W =.- it'* for computer evaluation of (5.0). Thb singularity ran be eliminated with 
.in integration by parte in the following way: 

niv. «v*i e / w «w' qir, M") fl(*r'.»rl'i 

..^(•^'/-(.•rtT,^.* 2 

where y = (ir - Wy y/i&, Ther* b no singularity in the integrand «f (S10|, hence 
it ria b? handled easily by a computer. 
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1. Narrow Resonance 
When the tot3l width of the peak Tt is ranch narrower than the machine width, 

such as for v\ we may replica (5.7) by a 6 fun< Uon and obtain 

Substituting (5.11) into (5.8) and (SO) we obtain 

ff«p(»'l = r\w, MR) 6n- -i ^ v i i [ I - n( w£)j 
(5.12) 

1' general the experimental resonance cross section will look like Pig. 6, where 
W is the energy cf the machine at the Gaussian peak. The nonresonant background 
must be subtracted before applying (S. 12). Except for the normalization the shape of 
0r,rp(in is determined completely by F[W, MR). The peak of the curve is given by 
F(W, MR) at W = MR: 

flAfo.Jlfe,--^- «t{-Ttn ^ ) r ( l + J T) , (5.1*) 

where the Gamma function I'(l + (1/2)7) can be approximated by T(l + (1/2)7) = 
1 - (1/3) 0..17721577\ T b defined by 

T = v ('" ik" 0 n _ 1 *B(1 ~n r' ,s H > 
and its numerical value is tabulated in Table IN. Equations (5.13) and (5.12) can be 
used to calculate1 the maximum counting rate. In general the beam energy resolution 
A is not kiuiwu accurately enough) so it is not desirable to use the msasuTemrnl at 
the peak to obtain r(ff - e , 4 0 . ft. and T(ft - / ) . Th e area method to be described 
below i* independent of the machine width A, so it should be used to determine r[R -* 
* + e - ) and ly After this is done, one cat then sit on top of the resonance peak and 
measure all oilier partial widths using (5.12) and (5.13) by comparing the final state 
of interest with the leptonic mode. 

2. Area Method 
The shape of the curve on the left hind side of the peak in Fig. 6 represents 

main!« the machine width whereas the shape of the curve on the right hand side and 
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far away from the peak is due to 1/* dependence of the radiative tail. If we integrate 
the experimental curve from Wmin to W m w 33 shown in Pig. 8, we expect the ares of 
the integration to become independent or the details of the machine width as bag as 
Wmaz -• MR is chosen to be much larger than the machine width. This situation is 
exactly the same as the treatment of scattering of an electron from a proton near the 
elastic peak (Tsai, 1(161). Since the area becomes independent of the machine width 
we may replace G(W,W) by a 6 function 

C(W1W ,) = 6(W-H'') . (5,15) 

We obtain then from (5.12) and (5.10) 

(5.16) 
[fir3 T{R^e+e-)r[R-*I)] F 

Wmar should be chosen so that MR » Wmax-MR» beam energy spread. In practice 
WWM - MR > (10toI5)A will give a sufficiently accurate result. 

The procedure for extracting various widths is as follows; 
StcpJ. T[R -*• e +e~) can be determined by the experiment «+«~ -* R -» all, 

lire a JSP in this case F(J? —^ f) and Tt in (5.16) cancel each other. 
Step 2. Tj is then determined by the experiment e +«~ -* R ~* e +e~ which is 

proportional to \T(R -» c+e~)]2/rt. 
Step 3. After T{R -* e+e~) and rt arc determined using the area method, other 

decay modes can be investigated by operating the machine on the resonance peak 
where the maximum counting rate occurs. Other |. jrtial decay widths are determined 
then by comparing them with the Icptonic width. 

Had we used the lowest order leptonic width r v(/I -» « +e~) instead of the exper
imental ieptonic width, soro*> confusion can occur in Step 2 and Step 3, because in 
Step 2 when the final statf is e +e~ the partial width T[R -* f] in (5.10) should be 

• i — " written as TQ[R -* e+e~}{'. - II) -- and in Step 3 the leptonic mode we are comparing 
with is the experimental one and not T0(R -* c+«~). This is why it is a good idea to 
use TrTp(R — e+e~) ins tend of ^(R -» e +«t -). One can convert VtIF{R -* e+e~) into 
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J W -»e + c~)by owltiplyuig A factor (I—If)2 before doing a. theoretical analysis, for 
example when obtaining the wave fnncUi J if qoarironhiTi i t the origin etc. 

In the next section we treat the ease where the machine width » much narrower 
than the decay width using «*«" -» ZQ -* f *a ao example. Of course the method 
can be used also tor the hadronlc resonances. 

VL RAPUTTVE CORRECTIONS TO *+«--» Zn~*f 

Since no photon intermediate state is necessary for the 4«cqr 2b -* «"*>", we 
should not include the vacuum polatilatfon in the lowest order radiative corrections. 
Our formulae (5.8) and (5.0) can thus he need for the analysis of c+e" -* 2b -* / . 
The width of the 2b (see Cheng, 1082) according to the standard model is expected to 
be about 3 GeV which is much wider than the beam energy width (*» 0.1 GeV). If we 
approximate GfWtW'} by 8\W - W% then (5.9) cau be written as 

9a?[W) « J" dW" B[W,W*) etSi[\V*) 

fw rf^V I f. mwta\Y^Awnmwn) 

X12W ^ -MJfy i+I^JWl m • 
Now T, II and 6*^ are all slowly varying functions of W, ao we may evaluate them 
at the resonance peak Hf" =* Ms> Using Af* = t&&8±&0) GeV (see Marciano, 1080) 
we obtain 6*^ =0.087, II = ftOSl and T — 0.111 from Table IB. Thus 

( l - n ) _ ! ^ / n = l.0M . (6.2) 

Let us write 

where vtlM,) b the peak veJoe of Breit-Wigner crow section 
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w«1.sf* 

with D = W^l-ll/l)*]9-JME*. <r4(Jlfr) is the peak valve of the cross section at W — 
Jt/» if there were ao radiative corrections. BWR stands tor Bmt-Wigaet radiatnety 
corrected. In order to see the effect of radiative corrections to the resonance peak 
we have plotted in 1% 7 AWKflVJ together v^theorie^BrcitAVignexfiuwt&n 
WW) which fe defined by 

The integrand in BWIHW) defined by (6.5) is too singular to be evaluated reliably by 
a computer. Thb singularity can be eliminated by integration by parts: 

In Fig. 7 we plot BW[W) and EWR(W). The figure shews that the originally symmetric 
Breit-Wigc'r function EW[W\ acquires i radiative tail toward the bigb energy side. 
The shift in peak position ia only about 0.1 GeV. The peak height is reduced by about 
Z4% and the width ia increased by about l&°p. In Table IV, we tabular the shift in 
peak position Kpni—M* the ratio of the experimental peak height to the peak height 
of the Breit-Wigner <r«t;(Wjua*)/<'ttMj,), and the ratio of expt "'menial full width at 
half naxinnra to 1Y The energies at bolt maximum is defined by endW±ij$ =* 
(•/ZĴ MptlKprtfc). Each Savor of masshas neutrino contribute to a partial width: 

T(Za~*»/ Oj) = 22 X (M,in GeV)9 X I0" 7 GeV . (8.7) 

For Mt value of 03.8 GeV, this gives 

H3>-**/»/) = 0,18 GeV . (fcS) 

The values ol I*i med in Table IV correspond to different number of masskss neutrinos 
participating in the decay of 2g. 
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Table IV shows that the shift of the peak position increases slightly with I';, it 
increases from 0.1 to 0.2 GeV as T( is increased from 3 GeV to 3.54 GeV. The ratio 
^eTp(WpeaJt)/ffo(Af*) also increases slightly from ,76 to .77, and the ratio or experimen
tal width to Ft also increases slightly with the increase of IY The important thing 
to remember is that these correction can be calculated very reliably and thus Mi, Tj 
and T{ZQ -» e+e~) V(Zo -* /)/Ff can be determined from the experiment. Once Tj 
and Ms are determined the machine can then be set at Wpeaf. and the partial widths 
of all the visible modes are then determined. The experimental cross section at the 
peak represents the product of quantities given in (6.4) times a calculable number (~-
.76 ~ .77) tabulated in Table V. After the sum of widths of all visible modes are mea
sured, the number of flavors (JV) of neutrino can then be obtained from Tt—rt.,.,(ye = 
NY{Z -»vj Dj), where T{Z -» Vj &j) is given by (6.7). In order to simplify the treat
ment we have ignored the nomesonant background caused by one photon exchange 
near Zy pole. This interference effect is treated in detail by Greco, Pancheri-Srivastava 
and Srivastava (Greco, 1980) and by Berends, Kleiss and Jadacb (Berends, 1982). The 
interference between the 7 exchange and the ZQ exchange diagrams is important only 
when the energy is far from the ZQ pole. However, when the energy is far from the ZQ 
pole other higher order eiectroweak diagrams besides the QED corrections to the low
est order diagrams become important. These higher order (a 3 ) eiectroweak diagrams 
have been considered by Passarino and Veltman (Passarino, 1070). It would be very 
interesting to see whether one can identify the effects of these higher order eiectroweak 
graphs experimentally by investigating the energy dependence of the cross sections for 
processes such as e+e"~ —* p+ft~- Some theoretically trivial but numerically significant 
improvements must be made on Passarino and Veltman'a work before it can be used by 
experimenters: 1. The width of Zg should not be ignored; 2. The photon spectrum 
should be modified from x~ldz to (1 + (1 — x) 2)/(2z 1~ r)dz, see Eq. (4.1), in order 
to take care of both soft and hard photon regions; 3. r and hadron contricutions 
should be added to their vacuum polarization diagrams. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND SUMMAKY 

Usmg the renormalization group technique we obtained all the leading log terms 
to all order in a using the results from the lowest order radiative corrections. We point 
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out in the Appendix that this can be derived without assuming that the limit m 2 -» 0 
exists. We have restored the mass dependence of the logarithmic terms by judiciously 
changing the results of the renormalization group technique. This renders the result 
usablt in practical calculations. 
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APPENDIX A: Renormafcation Group in QED 

In quantum electrodynamics, because of the gauge invariants, the mass renormal-
i?sition and the wave function reuorroalization cancel {Z\ = Z2) each other, hence only 
the charge renormalization needs to be considered. The icnormalization group in QED 
is simply a statement that "physics" should be independent of the value of momentum 
transfer at which we renormalize the charge. It is truly remarkable that such a simple 
and seemingly obvious statement can yield so many nontrivial results. In the above 
by "physics" we mean any quantity which is a function of charge, such as vacuum 
polarization, vertex function, cross section, asymmetry, etc. The vacuum polariza
tion plays a central role in this scheme because it defines the charge ej; corresponding 
lo different rcnormalizatton point X. Let us first consider the vacuum polarization 
rf(g2/X2, m 2/X 2, el) where X2 is the value of g a at which the charge e 2 is defined: 

d(\, m 2/X 2, 4) = 4 • (A.1) 

he basic supposition of the renormalizntion group is that </fa2/Xa, m 2/X 2, e%) is 
independent of X, therefore 

rf(//X2, m 2 / X 2

t e

2 ) = d(o2/xf, m 2/X 2, e 2,} . (A2) 

We want to solve for d(q2/\\, m2f\\, e^) using (A.l) and (A.2). In order to do this 
we define x = g2/X2, y — m 2 /X 2 and t = X?/X2, so (A.2) becomes 

where we have written eft = d{t,y,e%) which can be obtained by letting q2 = Xj in 
(A.2). Since I is arbitrary in (A.3), wc may differentiate (A.3) with respect to x and 
then let ( = x. This yields 

dx 
• r J 

A^y,el) = - [— rftf, ?/2, ''(^s'-'x))] 

= x *(y/r. dlx,y,tl)j . 
[A.4) 

The solutioc to (A.4) can be written formally as 

i n X - l < i *(y/r, diz.y-^)) " ( A 5 ) 
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(A.5) is still exact. What we want to do is to use it to obtain a better expression Tor 
d[x, y, e 2) using the perturbation theory calculation up to one loop for *(y/x, d[x, y, ef)). 
The perturbation results for the unrenormalized d up to e4 for a pair of fermions with 
mass m in the loop was given by Feynman (Feynman, 1949): 

W , A- « - ^ (-i* £ + { - ^ (.-sh)+!})] , 1*4 
where e 2 is the unrenormalized change, A is the cut off parameter, a is a complex 
number given by q = 4nr sin2 a. The real part of terms inside the curly bracket 
in (A.C) is equal to the function f{x) in (2.7) and (2.8). When q* > 4i* s there is a 
positive imaginary part coming from a = x/2 + iu where smb. u = +(g2/4ro2 — l ) 1 / 2 

and -1/tan a = i tanh u = +i($ 2 - 4m 2 ) 1 / 2 (q2)~ll2. This imaginary part can be 
obtained also from (2.6) by using the identity (a — a'—it)-1 = P(a~a')~l + ix6{a—a'). 
From (A.6) we can write down immediately the expression for <*V(g2,X2, e2), which is 
rcnormalized at g 2 = X2 for any value of X2: 

~ {" "si* (^Un^x")+ 9"}]j 
(-4-7) 

where a^ is related to X by X2 = 4m2 sin2ox- In order to avoid COD fusion we uss 
*M?2tX2,eJ) to represent d(g2/X2, m 2/X 2, ejj) which is awkward when X2 = 0. Equa
tion (A.7) b too complicated to be used for the integration shown in (A.5). At high 
energies |q2| ;> m2, the first curly bracket in (A.7) becomes (l/3)fii(—g2/wi2) — (5/0). 
The second curly bracket is (l/3)<fi(-X2/m2) - (5/0) if |X2| 2> m 2, and when |X2| « 
m- it is —X2/15m:!. Wc have thus 

and 

|g»f»iri* 
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Now the condition |X2| 3> m 3 can be relaxed for lh« validity of Eq. (A.O] because even 
when |X2| = m 2 (A.©) b still a good approximation. When X2 = m ! the second curly 
bracket in (A.7) is -0.0751 which is small compared with [Xjtylntfjm-) corning from 
the first curly bracket. Wc also note (A.9) is valid when g2 = X2 as long as \q2\ > 
m". Prom the basic supposition of renormalization group, dr{q'2, 0, eg) = dr{q2, X2, e\). 
llrnce letting g* = V ID both sides of (A.8) and (A.C) we obtain 

|X*i>m>< 

This shows that the mass singularity appearing in {A.8) becomes the mass singularity 
in ej and (A.8) is now free from mass singularity except in the definition of t\. Thus 
to the limits |? 2 | » m 2 and |X2| > m2 the functions d and 4 in (A.4) and (A.5) are 
free from y dependence, all the mass dependence is contained in the definition of ej;. * 
in (A.5) is now function of d{x, y, e\) alone and rf(x, y,t\)h the variable of integration. 
From (A-fl) we have 

Substituting (A. 10) into (A.5) we obtain 

in x = 12K2 ( T - 5-) 
\el d{x,y,el)f 

which gives 

e 2 

1 - (ej/l2!rJ) f n i 

We cas recover all the mass dependence of rf by substituting the expression for ej 
given by (A. 10) into (A. 12), 

drtft 0, eg) - = — # . (A13) 

[i+4(Jfc-S-8] - A * S 
«»- j , ^ • (A14) 
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We have made an approximation to obtain (A.14) from (A.13), but (A.14) makes more 
sense than (A.tS) because it is just, a summation of chain diagrams for the vacuum 
polarization. We have assumed that only one kind of fermion pair contributes to the 
vacuum polarization. TVe can prove easily that the method can be extended to the 
actual case where many different particles participates in the vacuum polarization. In 
actual calculations we shall use the form 

<W.O, 4) = ^^-^ (A15) 

where H(g2) is the lowest order vacuum polarization including all particles (*, /I, r, 
hadrons) as denned in (2.5) and (2.6), even though the condition [q2( S> tn2 may not 
be satisfied for some of the particles. The reason is that (A,15) can be obtained by 
summing the chain graphs i.e., l+I I+n 2 +. . . = 1/(1—FT), which does not require that 
\<j2\ 3> m 2 is satisfied. We might ask what have we gained by using tbe Tenormaliz&tion 
group to obtain (A.15) if it can be obtained using another method? We shall show in 
the following that the chain sum of the lowest order vacuum polarization diagrams 
contains alt the leading loss in perturbation series. By fading logs we mean terms o! 
order an fc»n(g2/«>>2) in n. A terra such as o n £n n~ l(o 2/m 2) "s not a leading log. 

In order to demonstrate this let us suppose that we have calculated d(g2, X2, e|) to 
all orders 

d(x, v, 4) = 4 [l + nE "MY1 ('»*)'] • (A») 

We can then calculate 

(AIT) 

Apparently only terms linear in tnx contribute to *. This is tbe most proround 
statement. It means that the high energy behavior of dr(g2,Xz,ej() is completely de
termined by the coefficient? of terms linear in tn x, specifically tbe coefficients oni 
from « = ! , . . . ,* will determine all the coefficients a^t, ty+t.fr al+2,(> •••> al+k-l,( 
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for all t = 1, - - -, w- lu othor vot-ds, if we want to know the leading log terms to all 
orders, we need to calculate onU ollt if we want to know terras next to the leading 
togs to all orders then we need lo calculate only an and dji etc. In order to prove 
this all we need to show is that OJH will not contribute to o;+jtr/ for k' < k — 1, and 
t — 1,2,...,co. Let us assume that we know the coefficients an,a2i, . . . .atl- From 
Eos. (A.5) and (A.17) we obtain 

/
^ix<sA) dz 

Now d[x,y, ej) does not differ greatly from ejf and also we may assume that the quantity 
inside [ ) does not vary greatly in the interval of integration. Thus we may pull the 
factor [ ] out of the integral and replace z by IJ which lies somewhere between t\ and 
d{z,y,e1). The integration can then be carried out and we obtain 

y* ~ 1 - 1 \ £nz[a{{~+ a 2iu + 031 IJ 2 + ... + an*)* - 1] 

= 4{l [l + eltnx\,..]+(tlenx)%..\'i + ... + (e{m2)t\...\l + ... 
(A!0) 

where [...] represents the terms inside the square bracket. Let us consider the term 
[...]. The minimum power of cjj associated with a^i in [an + 021'/ + "ail)2 + ... + 
atl,)k~1]1 ' s k-1. Thus afcj can contribute toat+is-i,t but not to at^^.d ui+k-xt, 
...jtttj. This proves the observation first made by Pcrrin (Perrin, 1068), who used 
a more ellaborate method to prove this point. The most important corollary of this 
point is that the higher order irreducible graphs do not contribute to the leading togs 
of the vacuum polarization because they are alt given by the chain summation of the 
one loop graphs. 

Let us next consider other physical quantities which contain charges, for example 
a vertex function or a cross section. Let us denote this by F(7 2/X 2, m\f\2, ejj). In 
general the masb (or masses occunng in F may not be the same as the one occuring in 
d\. From the fact that F{q~/\2, m\j\2, z\) i* independent of choice of X, we ohtain 

F{X, v,t\) = F ^ i J r <f(i,e£)) . [AM) 
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We have used the fact that in the high energy limit m dependence of d function is all 
absorbed in eh Taking the logarithmic derivative of (A.20) with respect to x and then 
setting t — xvie obtain 

d_ 
6x 

tn F(x,y, el) = \ V ( | , <*(*, 4)) M-21) 

where 

<i>(y,4)={^tnnZ,y,el)]iai • (A22) 

integrating {A.21) with respect to x from x = 1 to x = x we obtain 

«-3£$-/;*•(!•**)• <«•> F(x,y,el) _ [ * dz 

Equation )A,23) is stilt exact. This equation is very profound. It says that function 
F{x, y, e£> can be determined entirely one* its logarithmic derivative at i •= I is known. 
We calculate V" up to one loop in perturbation theory and use Eq. (A.23) to improve 
the results. It can be shown that the results contain leading log terms of all orders in 
a. 

Let the result of one loop calculation at high energy be 

(A24) 
= 1 + el[aF + Cptnx-Cp £ny) 

where ap and Cy are quantities independent of CQ and g2. e§ is related to ej; by (A. 10) 
hence to the order we want SQ is equal to eh From (A.22) and (A.24) we obtain to 

(A25) 

order e\-

$\y, 4) = elCF 

which is independent of y. Wei mve therefore 

•e ,d(x,el)) = = CF d\x . e ? ) • 

Substituting 

d( ', 4) = T 

1 

<x d( ', 4) = T ~t{Cn 
( n i 

(/i.2a) 

(A.27) 
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into (A.20) and performing the integration in (A.23), we obtain 

which yields 

fn*. v, 4) = ni,». H_4c n f n r r' 6 '" • <*- 2 8 > 
This is the relation derived by Erikkson. We went through the der;vaiion in detail 

in order to show that it is not necessary to assume that the functions a and F arc 
finite in the limit wr -* 0 for derivation or the result. From the perturbation results 
we know both d and F diverge in the limit rrfi — 0. Since this is a bonafide physical 
property it cannot be eliminated by the choice of X (it would be against the basic 
supposition of the renormaliiation group if it can). The apparent independence of d 
on m 2 ID Eq. (A. 12) is because a!) the rw2 dependence of if is hidden in the definition 
of*2: 

X2 in (A.28) is arbitrary. We may conveniently choose X2 — m , then in the high 
energy limit e 2 = eg and of course y =t 1. In QED the mass singularity occur in the 
form fn(fl2/m2) = lnx — tny. Thus when x = y = 1 all the log terms disappear. The 
term F{\,y,e$) in (A.28) can therefore be approximated by the noiilogarithmie term 
of the one loop calculation, the higher order terms being negligible. In Eq. (2.3) which 
is our proposed improved formula for (A.28), the expression A contains the logarithmic 
as well as nonlogarithmic terms from one loop radiative corrections, Thus the factor 
F{l,y,e%) is dropped to avoid double counting of nonlog terms. 

It is important to notice that there are no double log terms such as fn2(«/*n2), 
Eq. (A.24). These double log terms occur in the bremsstrah-

hing diagrams, vertex functions and the two photon exchange diagrams when the 
photoD mass X is used as the infrared cut oil. As shown by Tsai (Tsai 1060, 1061) 
these double lags always occur in the form: 

K(Pi, Pj) = (p, • pj) / ' % <n(p2/X2) , (A.30) 
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where ps = p,-y + (1 — y)pj and p, and pj are momenta of two external particles 
from which an infrared photon (real or virtual) is emitted. This term occurs with an 
opposite sign in real and virtual photon emissions and thus will not appear in the cross 
section. Each term in the expression of A given by Eq. (2A) represents the remainder 
after the functions K[pi, py)'s are subtracted. For example, the electron vertex part 
contains K(pi,pi), K(p% pj) and K(pi, p 2). The expression S^„t(s) given in Eq. 
(2.4) represents the electron vertex function after these three infrared functions have 
been subtracted. Similarly the bremsstrahlung from the e*e~ llincs contain K(p\, pi), 
f (P2i P2) and K(p\, P2), each with an opposite sign from the corresponding one in 
the electron vertex function. The expression —ttttiEf&E in Eq, (2.4) represents the 
bremsstrahlung from the initial electron-positron line after these infrared functions 
have been subtracted. The easiest way to ice that these double log terms arise purely 
because the photon mass X is used as the infrared cut off is to use the noncov&riant 
infrared cut off for the real bremsstrahlung. The bremsstrahlung cross section from 
the e+e~ is, for example, 

- - O i y / n i ; ) - i ) / T 

which does not have a double log. Since we know the sum of bremsstrahlung cross 
section and the vertex function does not have double logs, we conclude that the vertex 
function should also not have double logs if we use the non-covariant soft photon cut 
off. 
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T»M«I 

Noniofrated and asymnetafe part of the radiative 
comditm SA[t) = —Sji(r—9). TV* rmxtion b 
indepculent of eMiff *• *k» «rtHn» ictaftibUe 

Emit. 0 is defined « t h e angle between e~ and ft'. 

tffdeRtM) SA (percent) 
i 0JI 
2 &5 
3 U 
5 &9 

10 2.4 
20 1-8 
30 0.8 
40 0.5 
50 0.3 
60 as 
70 0.1 
80 04 
00 0 



nbbn 
Rasonaiwei in «+«"~ AanibifaUkq and toe parameters 

necessary to calculate 4&f(a) * b Ea, (2.14). 

Resonant* M* (MeV) T. (MeV) r«(k«vj mR-"*)/aMt,xUp 
P 770 1M 0.0 7.0 
u 783 0.9 0.7 0.73 
* 1080 4.21 1.3 LOS 

J 1000 300 r » 

J/* 9100 0.083 4.6 LSI 
* ' 9085 0.21S 1.0 0.42 
** 3770 35 087 0.06 
^ » 4030 32 0.73 0.14 
0 * 4150 78 0,78 0.15 
j . KM 4415 43 0.43 0.08 

1 0456 0.042 1.3 0.11 

y 10020 0.030 0.51 0.04 
i " 10360 ? T ? 
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Tkfakm 

Varioup quantities needed Tor calculating the radiative corrections. 

*« - *Strt + C i + %c + «&c+ *wc+ **?-
All quantities are in percent. 

y/iGeV *«rt «rf OiMtf ifi* vrat thai vvac *, n = W 2 te T 

1 5.6 1.0 2.1 0.4 •0.0 0.5 10.4 1.5 6.58 D.B3 

3.1 6.4 2,7 2.4 0.8 •0.0 0.0 13.2 2-1 7,«3 7.71 
S 6.7 3.0 2.6 0.9 •0.1 1.0 15.0 2.7 8.08 8.18 
10 7.2 3,5 2,8 1.2 0.2 2.7 17,6 3.5 8.72 8.87 
20 7.7 4.0 3,0 1.4 0.5 3.8 20.3 4.4 9.37 9.57 
29 7.9 4.2 3.1 1.5 0.9 4.3 21.7 4.S 9.71 9.04 
34 8.0 4.3 3.2 1.5 0,7 4.6 22.3 5.0 9.86 10.1 
60 8.3 4.6 3.3 1.7 0.8 5.1 23.7 5.5 10.2 10.5 
100 8.8 5.1 3.S 1.9 1.0 6.0 26.3 6.2 10.9 11.2 
200 0.3 5.6 3.7 2,1 1.2 7.0 23.8 7.0 n.s_ _ L 1 0 
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Table IV 

Effects of radiative corrections to the 2a peak for different vahin of T*, 
w

Pak - M: represents shift in peak energy, <T«p(Wp«ii)M(M,| represents 
the ratio of the experimental peak height to the peak height of 

the BreiUVigaw cross section, (W+i/2 - W-i/il/Tt represent the ratio 
of tbe experimental full width at half maximum to Pj. We assumed 

Af; = 93.8 GeV. The standard model gives P< = 3.0 GeV. All these (lumbers 
are obtained numerically by computer using Eq. (6.5')-

3l/'s 4i/s Si/'s .... 
6P'S 

r , (GeV) 3.0 3.18 3.38 3.54 

°tzp{Wpnk)lo&Mt) 
(w+U2-w_m)/rt 

0.1 GeV 

.78 

1.143 

0.15 GeV 

.78 

1.145 

0.2 GeV 

.77 
1.155 

0.2 GeV 
.77 

1-167 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the expansion ^ ^ [ 1 + (I/")n + (1/3)I12 + . . . ] . 

Fig. 2. (a) Diagrams representing [ 5 ^ n _ ? ^ ( l - n p 1 ) 2 / ^ . 
(b) Diagrams representing [tf„t DT1 *r t( l -FIJ^ 1 ] 3 ^! . 
it) Diagrams representing JSJ^ n _ l * n ( l - n ) - l ) V ^ -

Fig. 3. Diagram* associated with te (n[E/AE)[l + (1/2)11 + (1/3)I12 + (1/4JII3 + . . . ] . 

Fig. 4. Diagrams associated with [-tt tn[E/AE) IT"1 tti[l - I l ) - l | 2 / 2 ! . 

Fig. 5. Some of the diagrams assoc'ited with the or"* cross section for 
(a) e+e~ — p+fi~, (b) e +e~ -* p+fi-'?. (c) e + e~ ~* {I+ITYJ, and 
(d) c+e~ — ft+ft~ + pair. The diagrams containing the vacuum polarization 
in the main photon propagator as well as the diagrams containing multiple 
photon exchange betw «n e and (i are omitted. In order to simplify the 
illustration, only one diagram among the gauge invariant subset of 
diagrams is shown. 

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram or experimental cross section for the reaction 
c + e " -» narrow resonance -* final states. 

Fig. 7. Effect of 'aditive corrections to the shape of the Breit-Wigcer cross section 
Tor ZQ peak assuming M3 — 82 ? G=V and Tt = 3.0 GeV. The solid curve 
r presents the Breit-Wigner cross section normalized to unit* at the peak. 
The dotted curve is the radiatively corrected cross section. 
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